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2010 PAFF Fly Swap. – Deadline for signups Jan 31st, 2010. A warm water theme has been suggested and I
say we run with it. Once signups are complete I will inform everyone the total number of flies they are to tie.
Below are the general guidelines used for the swap.
==================================
A) The total number of participants is (To be determined ). So everyone should tie and receive (To be
determined ). Also, optional extra flies may be tied for Dave Kile. Dave runs the PAFF site . I have hosted a
couple of these before and I have sent flies to Dave and here really enjoys them. I encourage all of you to tie
one extra for him.
B) The deadline for sending flies is March 12th 2010. Please try to be mindful of this date. The anticipation of
seeing all the creations is high and late tyers cause stress. If you experience difficulties, please contact me at
my email address. A short delay isn't so bad if everyone is informed. I expect to ship all packages before March
19th , unless there's an unforeseen delay that everyone can live with.
C) Please send me an email if you wish to participate. Mattyb15601@yahoo.com
D) Flies will be returned in the containers they were mailed in, if possible. Please write your name on your fly
box- If you don’t I will. Keep in mind that the other flies may be larger than yours, so make your container large
enough to handle that possibility. ( think large streamers) Please include a stamped return envelope. ( I have
had people forget this in the past and it ended up costing me a couple of bucks to send them back) Whatever it
costs to mail to me, it will cost me at least that to return, so match the postage. To the guys that are doing this
for the first time- do not send them in an expensive fly box. I have had flies get lost in the mail in the past. I will
email or PM you my mailing address when signups are complete.
E) It is nice to provide the other tyers with the fly pattern recipe, instructions, etc. At a bare minimum, provide
the materials list for each part (e.g.: Hook: #14; Thread: brown; Tail: Medium Dun Hackle; etc...); preferably,
give the recipe, step-by-step instructions, and a short explanation of the use of the fly; it's history, if you want,
etc. If possible, e- mail the instructions/ Pictures to me so I can cut and paste them and send them out to
everyone when the flies go out.
F) Please email me when you have mailed your flies so I can look for them in the mail. I will email you back that
they have arrived safely
G) I will email you when I have mailed the flies back.

